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WRITING TESTS - FOUNDATION AND HIGHER TIERS

PART ONE

Principles of Marking

••••  All marking is to be done in accordance with the published Criteria for Assessment.

•••• The stress is on effective communication. Credit should be given for the language

successfully conveying the target message without ambiguity.

•••• There is no need to count the number of words used to answer each question. The sole

criterion is completion of the tasks set.

MARK ALLOCATION

Foundation Communication Quality of

Language

Total

List

Message

Letter

2

12

8

8

12

2

20

20

Total 22 20 42

Higher Communication Quality of

Language

Total

Letter

Question 2

8

8

12

12

20

20

Total 16 24 40

FOUNDATION TIER QUESTION 1 - List Question

This question will be assessed for Communication only.

Marks Degree of Communication

1 1 - 2 words correct, without ambiguity.

2 3 - 4 words correct, without ambiguity.

Maximum mark - 2
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QUESTION 2 - Message Question

This question will consist of six tasks and will be assessed for Degree of Communication and

Quality of Language.

DEGREE OF COMMUNICATION

For each of the six tasks, the following criteria will be used.

Marks Degree of Communication

0 Required message not communicated.

1 Comprehension difficult or ambiguous. Some relevant information

conveyed.

2 Required message conveyed without ambiguity even if not totally correct.

6 x 2 = 12 marks

QUALITY OF LANGUAGE

A global mark out of 8 will be awarded. The mark awarded for Communication will

determine the mark range available for Quality of Language according to the following

criteria.

Marks  awarded

for

Communication

Marks

available for

Quality of

Language

Quality of Language

0 - 1 0 Inaccuracy is almost always a barrier to

communication.

2 - 4 1 - 2 Some of the messages are intelligible but the

frequency of serious error makes communication

difficult.

5 - 6 3 - 4 Several of the messages are intelligible, despite

frequent error which creates ambiguity and requires

effort from the reader.

7 - 8 5 - 6 Errors occur regularly but most intended messages

can be understood, with hesitation but without

undue difficulty.

9 - 12 7 - 8 Despite various errors, the piece is more accurate

than inaccurate; intended meanings are usually

clear.

Maximum mark 12 + 8 = 20
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QUESTION 3 - Letter Question

This question will consist of eight tasks and will be assessed for Degree of Communication,

Range/Complexity and Accuracy, giving a maximum mark of 20.

DEGREE OF COMMUNICATION

•••• The assessment of Communication depends upon recognising an attempt to write

something about the task.

•••• You should not take into account the quality of the language used, unless it interferes so

much that communication would not take place.

•••• Candidates will be expected to go beyond the minimum level of response in order to

score at least 3 marks. This means that the candidate will have added an additional detail

(hereafter called a Development), which goes beyond the minimum required by the task.

•••• For a Development to be accepted, the quality of language should be the same as that

which is required for a Communication task.

•••• Developments cannot be credited for a task which has been rejected.

••••  There can be only one Development per task in this question.

Tasks to Marks - Degree of Communication

Tasks Marks  Requirement Degree of Communication

0 0 Nothing of merit; fails to communicate OR

occasional words are recognisable within

sentences but no complete messages are

communicated.

1 1

2 – 8 (0 Dev) 2

Communicates a little basic information (e.g.

simple facts).

3 - 8  (1 Dev) 3

3 - 8  (2 Dev) 4

Some basic information is conveyed;

occasional additional details conveyed (e.g.

description, simple opinion).

5 - 8  (3 Dev) 5 Must include an opinion, if

not, revert to 4 marks

5 - 8  (4 Dev) 6 Must include an opinion, if

not, revert to 4 marks

Communicates clearly quite a lot of relevant

information, including personal opinions;

regularly goes beyond a basic response to

give more detailed information relating to

descriptions and accounts.

7 - 8  (5 Dev) 7 Must include justification

of an opinion, if not, revert

to 6 marks

7 - 8  (6 Dev) 8 Must include justification

of an opinion, if not, revert

to 6 marks

Communicates a lot of relevant information;

candidate can narrate events, give full

descriptions and can express and justify

ideas and points of view.
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QUALITY OF LANGUAGE

•  Marks will be awarded out of 6 for each of Range/Complexity and Accuracy. The marks

will be added to make a total out of 12 for Quality of Language.

• The mark awarded under Range/Complexity must not be more than one mark higher

than the mark awarded for Degree of Communication.

• The mark awarded under Accuracy must not be more than one mark higher than the

mark awarded for Degree of Communication.

•  If a mark is awarded for Communication this will inevitably lead to the award of a mark

for Range/Complexity and for Accuracy.

•  For the award of 4 marks or more under Range/Complexity there must be at least one

reference to each of past, present and future events.

Range / Complexity Marks Accuracy

Very little effective vocabulary.  There are

occasional recognisable words but they make little

coherent sense.

0
There is little, if any, evidence of

understanding of the most basic

linguistic structures.

The vocabulary and structures used are simple, often

repetitive, limited in range and may contain many

cognates.
1

There is only limited understanding

of the most basic linguistic structures

and most sentences contain major

errors.

Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the

task.  Structures are simple, often repetitive and are

rarely linked.
2

Most sentences contain errors, many

of a major nature, and verb forms are

rarely accurate.

Vocabulary and structures are appropriate to the task

with a little attempt at variety and there is some

successful attempt to link structures together.
3

There are some major errors and

frequent minor ones.  Attempts at

verb forms and tense formations are

often unsuccessful.

There is some variety in the use of vocabulary and

some successful attempts at a variety of structures

including attempts at longer sentences using

appropriate linking words.  Some personal opinions

are successfully expressed.  There are successful

attempts at using more than one time frame.

4
There are a number of minor errors

and a few major ones, but the piece

is more accurate than inaccurate.

Verb forms and tense formations are

not always correct, but the intended

meaning is clearly recognisable.

There is a wider range of vocabulary and structure

which communicates descriptions and opinions with

some precision.  Longer sentences, including the use

of subordinate clauses, are used more regularly and

with increasing success.

5
Inaccuracies are mainly of a minor

nature although some major errors

may occur when complex structures

are attempted.  Verb forms and tense

formations are usually correct.

A wide range of vocabulary and structures

appropriate to the topic is effectively used.  Longer,

more complex sentences are handled with

confidence producing a fluent piece of coherent

language.

6
There are hardly any major and a few

minor errors even in more complex

structures.  The overall impression is

of accuracy and verb forms and tense

formations are secure.

The maximum mark for the Foundation Tier Paper is 42.
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HIGHER TIER

QUESTION 1

This question is the same as that set for Foundation Writing Question 3.  It should therefore

be marked in accordance with the instructions given for Foundation Tier Question 3.

QUESTION 2

This question will consist of four tasks and will be assessed for Degree of Communication,

Range/Complexity and Accuracy, giving a maximum of 20.

DEGREE OF COMMUNICATION

•••• The assessment of Communication depends upon recognising an attempt to write

something about the task.  All responses should be self-contained and comprehensible

without reference to the rubrics.

•••• Candidates will be expected to go beyond the minimum level of response in order to

score at least 2 marks. This means that the candidate will have added an additional piece

of information, in the form of a phrase or clause (hereafter called a Development), which

goes beyond the minimum required by the task.

•••• For a Development to be accepted, the quality of language should be the same as that

which is required for a Communication task.

•••• Developments cannot be credited for a task which has been rejected.

•••• There can be up to two developments per task in this question.

Tasks to Marks - Degree of Communication

Tasks Marks Requirement Degree of Communication

0 0 Nothing of merit; fails to communicate OR occasional

words are recognisable within sentences but no

complete messages are communicated.

1 – 4 (0 Dev) 1

1 - 4 (1 Dev) 2

Communicates a little basic information (e.g. simple

facts).

2 - 4 (2 Dev) 3

2 - 4 (3 Dev) 4

Some basic information is conveyed; occasional

additional details conveyed (e.g. description, simple

opinion).

3 - 4 (4 Dev) 5 Must include an opinion, if not,
revert to 4 marks

3 - 4 (5 Dev) 6 Must include an opinion, if not,

revert to 4 marks

Communicates clearly quite a lot of relevant
information, including personal opinions; regularly

goes beyond a basic response to give more detailed

information relating to descriptions and accounts.

4      (6 Dev) 7 Must include justification of an

opinion, if not, revert to 6 marks

4      (7 - 8 Dev) 8 Must include justification of an

opinion, if not, revert to 6 marks

Communicates a lot of relevant information;
candidate can narrate events, give full descriptions

and can express and justify ideas and points of view.
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QUALITY OF LANGUAGE

•  Marks will be awarded out of 6 for each of Range/Complexity and Accuracy. The marks

will be added to make a total out of 12 for Quality of Language.

• The mark awarded under Range/Complexity must not be more than one mark higher

than the mark awarded for Degree of Communication.

• The mark awarded under Accuracy must not be more than one mark higher than the

mark awarded for Degree of Communication.

•  If a mark is awarded for Communication this will inevitably lead to the award of a mark

for Range/Complexity and for Accuracy.

•  For the award of 4 marks or more under Range/Complexity there must be at least one

reference to two of past/present/future events.

Range / Complexity Marks Accuracy

Very little effective vocabulary.  There are

occasional recognisable words but they make little

coherent sense.

0
There is little, if any, evidence of

understanding of the most basic

linguistic structures.

The vocabulary and structures used are simple, often

repetitive, limited in range and may contain many

cognates.
1

There is only limited understanding

of the most basic linguistic structures

and most sentences contain major

errors.

Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the

task.  Structures are simple, often repetitive and are

rarely linked.
2

Most sentences contain errors, many

of a major nature, and verb forms are

rarely accurate.

Vocabulary and structures are appropriate to the task

with a little attempt at variety and there is some

successful attempt to link structures together.
3

There are some major errors and

frequent minor ones.  Attempts at

verb forms and tense formations are

often unsuccessful.

There is some variety in the use of vocabulary and

some successful attempts at a variety of structures

including attempts at longer sentences using

appropriate linking words.  Some personal opinions

are successfully expressed.  There are successful

attempts at using more than one time frame.

4
There are a number of minor errors

and a few major ones, but the piece

is more accurate than inaccurate.

Verb forms and tense formations are

not always correct, but the intended

meaning is clearly recognisable.

There is a wider range of vocabulary and structure

which communicates descriptions and opinions with

some precision.  Longer sentences, including the use

of subordinate clauses, are used more regularly and

with increasing success.

5
Inaccuracies are mainly of a minor

nature although some major errors

may occur when complex structures

are attempted.  Verb forms and tense

formations are usually correct.

A wide range of vocabulary and structures

appropriate to the topic is effectively used.  Longer,

more complex sentences are handled with

confidence producing a fluent piece of coherent

language.

6
There are hardly any major and a few

minor errors even in more complex

structures.  The overall impression is

of accuracy and verb forms and tense

formations are secure.

The maximum mark for the Higher Tier paper is 40.
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Writing – Part 2 Mark Scheme

Foundation Tier

Question 1

Principles of Marking

•  Accept the best 3 replies.

•  Spelling should not be penalised if it does not lead to ambiguity of understanding.

•  If the example is used it can not be credited unless some additional information is added.

•  If the same infinitive is used more than once it can be credited each time there is
additional information with it e.g. leggere riviste, leggere romanzi.

•  Mi piace is not required in the answer.

•  Accept 1
st
 person singular in place of the infinitive.

•  Do not penalise incorrect grammar unless it leads to ambiguity or misunderstanding.

•  Accept nouns as well as verbs, if appropriate e.g. libri.

•  Do not penalise wrong article/gender unless it changes meaning.

•  Accept sports even if the word is the same in English.

•  Accept various verb forms as long as the intended meaning is clear e.g.
andare/andata/vado il cinema.

•  Do not accept adjectives.

•  Do not accept nouns that do not imply an activity e.g. fragole.
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Question 2

•  Each task should be awarded 0, 1 or 2 marks.
•  If no verb, award a maximum of 1 mark.
•  Do not penalise spelling or grammatical errors if they do not cause ambiguity or difficulty

in comprehension.

Task 2 1 0

1 finisce alle 4 / finito alle / fine
alle 4 / finisce a 4 / finiscono
/ finisco alle 4

finisce delle 4 / finire alle
4 / finisce dalle 8.

Just numbers/times
without a verb e.g. alle
otto

2 (non) è vicino a casa (mia)

vado a scuola in autobus

é a 15 minuti

sono andato/andró

è lontano da/di/a casa (mia)

è vicino / lontano

(non) e vicino a casa (mia)
(no accent on è)

è vicino alla sua casa
(wrong message)

si / no

3 vado a scuola da lunedi a
venerdi

vado a scuola ogni giorno

vado a scuola + list of days

ló andare a scuola….

andiamo a scuola…..

list of days with no verb:

5 days required

lunedi - venerdi

andate a scuola (wrong
verb ending leading to
wrong message)

fewer than 5 days

4 ci sono 5 lezioni al giorno

c’è…….

5 lezioni al giorno (no
verb)

cinque (lezioni)

5 lezioni – ‘lezioni’ is
given in rubric

5 lessons al giorno

5 lezioni a day

5 i professori sono simpatici

gli insegnanti sono simpatici

sono simpatici

mi piacciono

mi piace

i maestri sono simpatici

i professori simpatici (no
verb)

simpatici

Sono simpatico/a (wrong
message)

6 (non) c’è un uniforme / divisa

(non) si, mi piace (uniforme)

(l’uniforme) si + list of
clothes / colour

l’uniforme si/no

Accept ‘e’ without an accent to mean ‘is’ but it counts as a delay in comprehension.

i prof
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Question 3 Foundation Tier / Question 1 Higher Tier

Examples of acceptable tasks with developments, opinions and justifications of opinions.

Only ONE opinion and ONE justification is required overall to access the higher mark bands
for degree of communication.

T = task D = development O = opinion J = justification

Task 1 la fisica mi piace (di più) perché è facile l’insegnante è brava
(T) (D) (O) (J)

Accept any wrong genders, adjective agreements, spelling and tense providing the message is
conveyed with no ambiguity.  ‘di più’ may simply be implied.
A development may also be credited as an opinion and/or a justification.

Task 2 l’inglese è stato più brutto (perché) era difficile, non mi piace leggere
(T) (D) (O) (J)

Accept various forms of mi è piaciuto e.g. mi piaciuto, mi ha piaciuto, mi piace, as long as
communication takes place  Accept non mi è piaciuto nessun esame, non mi piacciono gli
esami.

Task 3 sono andata ad una festa con i miei amici
(T) (D)

Accept sono andare
Accept io andato
Accept ho andato

Task 4 (l’anno prossimo) farò AS levels: l’italiano il francese e l’inglese perché mi
(T) (D)

piacciono le lingue / (l’anno prossimo) continuerò con gli studi perché mi piace
(O) (J) (T) (D) (J) (O)

Accept – present or future tense
Accept – non so cosa farò/faccio l’anno prossimo
Accept – l’anno prossimo voglio fare ‘AS’ leve/ / lavorare
Accept – mi piacerebbe lavorare

Task 5 mi piacerebbe fare l’infermiera perché mi piace aiutare la gente
(T) (D) (J)

Accept voglio, vorrei, mi piace
Accept mi piacerebbe faccio

Task 6 Non mi piacerebbe lavorare in Italia perché i miei amici sono qui
(T) (D) (J)

Accept – mi piacerebbe lavoro
Do not accept si as fulfillment of task
si, perché i miei amici sono qui – task and justification only and no development

(T) (J)
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Task 7 I soldi sono molto importanti perché voglio una ferrari
(T) (J) (D)

Task 8 Voglio essere felice e voglio viaggiare perché mi piace
(T) (D) (J) (O)

Question 2 Higher Tier

Degree of Communication

Examples of minimum required to gain full marks.

Task 1 Ho scritto una poesia sui giovani ín Italia per un concorso in un gìornale
(T) (D)

Task 2 Quando ho vinto questi soldi ero molto sorpresa prima e poi ero molto felice
(T (a)) (D 1) (O)

e ero eccitata, perché sono ricca.  I miei amici erano felice per me
(D2) (O) (T(b)) (J)

Task 3 con i soldi comprerò una casa più grande per mia madre e andrò in Sud
(T) (D1) (D2)

America per una vacanza perché mi piace il sole.
(J) (O)

Task 4 penso che sarò più felice, perché potrò viaggiare e comprare molti vestiti
(T(a)) (O) (T(b)) (O) (J) (D)

It is expected that more able candidates will write fuller answers than these.
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COURSEWORK

Each piece of work is assessed according to the following assessment criteria.  Candidates submit

three pieces of work, drawn from three different Themes.

Marks Degree of Communication

0 Nothing of merit; fails to communicate OR occasional words are recognisable within

sentences but no complete messages are communicated.

1 - 2 Communicates a little basic information (e.g. simple facts).

3 - 4 Some basic information is conveyed; occasional additional details conveyed (e.g.

description, simple opinion).

5 - 6 Communicates clearly quite a lot of relevant information, including personal opinions;
regularly goes beyond a basic response to give more detailed information relating to

descriptions and accounts.

7 - 8 Communicates a lot of relevant information; candidate can narrate events, give full

descriptions and can express and justify ideas and points of view.

In each mark band, the higher of the two marks is awarded if there is strong evidence of the criteria in

that band.  If the evidence is more limited, the lower mark is awarded.

Quality of Language

Range / Complexity Marks Accuracy
Very little effective vocabulary.  There are occasional

recognisable words but they make little coherent

sense.

0 There is little, if any, evidence of

understanding of the most basic linguistic

structures.

The vocabulary and structures used are simple, often

repetitive, limited in range and may contain many

cognates.

1 There is only limited understanding of the

most basic linguistic structures and most

sentences contain major errors.

Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the

task.  Structures are simple, often repetitive and are

rarely linked.

2 Most sentences contain errors, many of a

major nature, and verb forms are rarely

accurate.

Vocabulary and structures are appropriate to the task
with a little attempt at variety and there is some

successful attempt to link structures together.

3 There are some major errors and frequent
minor ones.  Attempts at verb forms and

tense formations are often unsuccessful.

There is some variety in the use of vocabulary and

some successful attempts at a variety of structures

including attempts at longer sentences using

appropriate linking words.  Some personal opinions

are successfully expressed.  There are successful

attempts at using more than one time frame.

4 There are a number of minor errors and a

few major ones, but the piece is more

accurate than inaccurate.  Verb forms and

tense formations are not always correct, but

the intended meaning is clearly recognisable.

There is a wider range of vocabulary and structure
which communicates descriptions and opinions with

some precision.  Longer sentences, including the use

of subordinate clauses, are used more regularly and

with increasing success.

5 Inaccuracies are mainly of a minor nature
although some major errors may occur when

complex structures are attempted.  Verb

forms and tense formations are usually

correct.

A wide range of vocabulary and structures appropriate

to the topic is effectively used.  Longer, more complex
sentences are handled with confidence producing a

fluent piece of coherent language.

6 There are hardly any major and a few minor

errors even in more complex structures.  The
overall impression is of accuracy and verb

forms and tense formations are secure.

Marks will be awarded out of 6 for each of Range/Complexity and Accuracy.  The marks will be

added to make a total out of 12 for Quality of Language.  The Quality of Language marks will then be

added to the Communication marks to give a total of 20 for each piece of work.
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Additional Guidance on Application of Assessment Criteria

•  The mark for Communication determines the maximum mark for Quality of Language.

Once the Communication mark has been awarded, the mark for Range/Complexity and

the mark for Accuracy may not be more than one mark higher (e.g. 3 + 4 + 4).

•  If a mark is awarded for Communication this will inevitably lead to the award of a mark

for Range/Complexity and for Accuracy (e.g. 1 + 0 + 0 would not be possible).

•  If a mark of 0 is awarded for Communication, no marks can be awarded for

Range/Complexity or Accuracy.

•  For the 5-6 band ‘descriptions and accounts’ are regarded as one concept.

•  Candidates will have access to the 7-8 band provided there is at least one minimal

example of each of ‘narration of events’, ‘full descriptions’, ‘justification of ideas’.

•  The marks awarded for Range/Complexity and Accuracy are not interdependent.

•  To score 4 marks or more for Range/Complexity candidates must refer successfully to a

minimum of two time frames in each piece of work and refer to all three time frames

across the three pieces as a whole.  (The number of time frames used is assessed under

Range/Complexity only and not under Accuracy. A candidate, therefore, producing only

1 time frame in a piece of work would be limited to a maximum mark of 3 for

Range/Complexity, but could score 4 marks or more for Accuracy though this would

probably be rare).

•  For candidates supplied with a template (whereby they only have to insert appropriate

vocabulary items in order to complete the assignment) the mark awarded will be at best 2

+ 1 + 1.

•  Candidates writing the minimum recommended word length have access to the full mark

range.

COMMUNICATION

QUALITY OF LANGUAGE

GENERAL


